This work analyzes sensemaking frameworks and experiments with an iteratively designed visual analysis tool to identify design implications for facilitating research idea generation using visualizations. Our tool, ThoughtFlow, structures and visualizes literature collections using topic models to bridge the information gap between core activities during research ideation. To help users stay focused on a topic while discovering relevant documents, we designed and analyzed usage patterns for two types of embedded visualization that help determine document relevance while minimizing distraction. We analyzed how research ideation outcomes and processes differ when using ThoughtFlow and conventional search engines by augmenting insight-based evaluation with concept-map analysis. Our results suggest that operations afforded by topic models match well with later ideation stages when coherent topics have emerged, but not with early stages when users are still relying heavily on individual keywords to gather background knowledge. We also present qualitative evidence that citation sparklines encourage more exploration of recommended references, and that a preference for paper thumbnails may depend on the consistency between the evidence and the current mental frame.
T HE formation and development of novel research ideas is a complex sensemaking process. We present an empirical study experimenting with ways in which visual analysis systems can support research idea generation. Specifically, we identified two primary sensemaking activities during this process: framing (creating and editing the outline of a research proposal) and elaboration (gathering related work to support individual arguments), derived design requirements to support the two activities, and distilled design implications from user studies with ThoughtFlow, a visual analysis system we developed to smooth the transition between framing and elaboration using topic modeling. This paper makes three contributions. First, we demonstrate that grounding the design in sensemaking frameworks helps identify design requirements that target the core sensemaking activities and thus differ from those commonly addressed in text visualization literature. When examined in isolation, neither of the two activities supported by Thought-Flow is unfamiliar in the visual analytics community. Framing has been studied in the context of analytics environments like Sandbox [1] . For elaboration, a few powerful text-visualization techniques have been developed to facilitate exploration and analysis of scientific literature collections. However, by considering the two activities as the building blocks of research idea generation, we were able to identify new opportunities for bridging the information gap between the two activities. Second, user studies with ThoughtFlow yield empirical validation for an iterative two-phase model of the sensemaking process based on existing sensemaking theories. Finally, after summarizing observed usage patterns of our tool and evaluating analysis outcomes using insightbased evaluation augmented with concept-map analysis, we discuss design implications and lessons from applying the concept-map analysis that could benefit designers of similar sensemaking systems.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 3 presents an analysis of initial design requirements derived from user interviews and sensemaking theories. The preliminary tool design and evaluation are described in Sections 4 and 5. Section 6 describes design improvements based on the results of the first evaluation, including a sparkline-word-sized graphics-that conveys the relevance of recommended related work while minimizing space usage, as well as a paper thumbnail of the user's proposal to keep the user oriented while exploring literature collections. Section 7 reports an evaluation of the improved design. We conclude by discussing design implications and open challenges in Section 8.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Visual Analysis of Scientific Literature Collections
Tools for visual analysis of literature collections usually visualize citation patterns, literature metadata, or content summaries. Our tool also presents this information, but tailors the visualizations to serve both the writing process and the related work search process. Various visual representations have been developed to convey different aspects of citation patterns. CiteWiz [2] uses a "Newton's shoulders diagram" to show the chronology of publications and researchers, and node-link diagrams to show keyword co-occurrences and co-authorships. PaperCube [3] experimented with an Icicle Tree view to show multilevel citation relationships. Other work has developed techniques to visualize document metadata and contents. PivotPaths [4] can facilitate effective exploration of a literature collection by letting the user choose any of multiple linked facets of a document collection (e.g., authors, keywords) as visual pivots. CiteRivers [5] visualizes topic structures, author prolificness, and citation patterns of scientific publications and helps the user connect the dots through linked views. SurVis [6] provides selectors on multiple types of document metadata such as dates and keywords to enable versatile queries over a collection.
Our tool integrates all three types of information to support both exploration of literature collections and evaluation of paper relevance. We use topic clusters as the centerpiece for the related work search process, since previous work suggests that citation relationships often have weak correlations with document similarity [7] , [8] . Citation patterns are presented alongside other literature metadata and topic information to facilitate judging document relevance.
Topic Model Visualizations
The visualization and use of topic models in ThoughtFlow differ from existing topic-model visualization techniques in terms of design requirements and evaluation goals.
Many of the visualization techniques developed for topic modeling results are driven by the need to explore high-level properties of and relationships among topics instead of facilitating related work discovery via topic-based exploration. TextFlow [9] , TIARA [10] , ParallelTopics [11] , and Topic Streams [12] use river metaphors to show topic evolution over time, such as changes in term distribution or topic occurrence, to facilitate tasks such as finding main concepts [10] or identifying rising topics [11] . Liu et al. [13] developed a sedimentation-based visualization to show more complex hierarchical topic evolution. Topicpanorama [14] used a novel layout combining a density-based graph and stacked trees to support examination of topic correlations and comparison of common or distinctive topics across different document sources. Termite [15] uses a matrix representation along with novel term-and topic-sorting techniques to assist users in assessing topic model quality. While providing holistic topic overviews, these techniques and systems do not always offer visual representations or interactions that facilitate discovery of relevant topics and documents given specific user interests; this is a key design requirement for the present work. Some other topic model visualization techniques are designed with targeted topic and document discovery in mind. TopicNets [16] uses a heterogeneous graph to visualize the relationships among documents, topics, and metadata such as author institutions. UTOPIAN [17] represents document clusters as scatter plots and uses nonnegative matrix factorization to update topic clusters through user interaction. Both systems afford discovery of relevant topics and documents by explicitly visualizing document similarity and topic cluster membership. Our tool design differs from these in that we also support term-based topic and document discovery. More importantly, we also study how users approach topic-based exploration during research idea generation and analyze the benefits and limitations of guiding literature navigation through terms and topics.
Visual Analysis Tools for Sensemaking
This work aims to deepen our understanding of how visual analysis tools can support the sensemaking process by analyzing the usage of a tool that supports a specific type of sensemaking. Below we discuss the similarities and differences between this work and other sensemaking tools.
Sandbox [1] is a sensemaking tool developed for general analytics tasks. It implements various features, such as annotation and linking between items, drag-and-drop interactions, and analysis templates, to facilitate hypothesis generation and evidence collection. We also consider research idea generation as a process that involves hypotheses and evidence (related work). However, rather than support the flexible spatial arrangement of hypotheses and evidence, we choose to let users express and structure their thoughts using a conventional text-editing interface and then identify ways to augment this interface.
Some visual analytics tools for sensemaking emphasize tracking and using the reasoning process to support analysis. Aruvi [18] demonstrates that explicitly recording and presenting the user's exploration process can help analysts reflect on and optimize the workflow. A study with HAR-VEST [19] suggests that revisiting action trails helps the user stay oriented during the analysis process. We also considered the sensemaking process when designing Thought-Flow, but instead of provenance, we focus on designing the interface to match the key phases of the sensemaking process and identify opportunities to improve this process.
This work draws upon and contributes empirical validations of guidelines from Green et al.'s Human Cognition Model [20] . For example, we aimed for insulation of reasoning flow by having separated interfaces for the two research ideation activities, giving the user minimal necessary information during each activity.
DESIGN WITH SENSEMAKING THEORIES
Below we discuss how we defined the initial scope of the tool based on a simplified two-phase sensemaking model.
Two-Phase Sensemaking Framework
We started by identifying the major phases of the research idea generation process. We consider this process as a type of sensemaking activity: to assess the novelty and feasibility of a research idea, the researcher usually needs to gather and analyze relevant facts from previous work and update her mental representation of the research area accordingly. This characterization fits especially well when a researcher first steps into a less familiar research area.
To derive a framework that would adequately characterize the research idea generation process, we compared four sensemaking frameworks: Russell et al.'s model focusing on the cost structure of sensemaking [21] , Pirolli and Card's sensemaking model [22] , Klein et al.'s data/frame theory of sensemaking [23] , and Zhang and Dagobert's extended sensemaking model [24] . While these frameworks differ in their transitions between basic sensemaking activities and even in the activities themselves, we noted that they all include two phases, called here framing and elaboration. During framing, the analyst constructs and revises the overall schema (similar to Russell's "representational shift loop;" Pirolli and Card's "sensemaking loop," Klein et al.'s "reframing cycle"); during elaboration, the analyst instantiates and revises a localized part of the schema. Also, most sensemaking frameworks suggest that the analyst usually loops through the two phases multiple times before completing the sensemaking task.
Given this two-phase framework, we hypothesized that, in writing research proposals, the framing phase maps to 1) creating the proposal outline, often based on the researcher's initial knowledge; and 2) revising and augmenting the overall structure of the proposal, often when more related work is analyzed and triggers new research ideas. The elaboration phase maps onto the process of gathering related work to support or refute a specific argument, as well as any revision of the argument resulting from the informationgathering process.
Enriching the Model through User Interviews
We then conducted semi-structured interviews to enrich the framework by empirically identifying activities and challenges during proposal writing. We interviewed five researchers-one faculty member, one post-doc, and three graduate students-from either the computer science or cognitive science department at a research university. The interview questions and discussions centered around three aspects of writing research proposals: 1) the general process, 2) tools used, and 3) frustrations or gaps experienced.
We performed open coding of the interview data to extract concepts related to activities and challenges in proposal writing. To capture sensemaking activities that are more fine-grained than framing and elaboration, we categorized the concepts following the taxonomy of sensemaking activities suggested by the data/frame theory. These activities were then classified as either framing or elaboration. The results show that the two-phase framework could account for the overall flow of the proposal writing process experienced by all the participants.
We identified four categories of sensemaking activities that map onto concrete proposal writing activities. Using terminology from the data/frame theory, framing involves Seeking a new frame or reframing, which corresponds to the creation and restructuring of a proposal's flow and arguments, and Questioning or preserving the frame, which corresponds to the proposal review and revision based on accumulated evidence. The elaboration phase consists of Seeking and filtering data and Discovering new data or relationships. These two activities are similar to the Retrieve and Explore tasks in the visualization interaction taxonomy proposed by Yi et al. [25] . Their differences can be characterized as targeted search versus undirected exploration of the information space: the former usually happens when the researcher has particular keywords, authors, or titles in mind, and the latter when the researcher notices an unexpected thread of related work. The mapping among sensemaking phases, sensemaking activities, and proposal writing activities is shown in Table 1 .
We also identified the primary challenges and frustrations experienced by the researchers during each activity:
Context switch: Switching back and forth between literature search and the writing process or multiple threads of related work costs additional mental energy. Three participants mentioned context switch as a common issue that can interrupt the flow. Two types of context switch are reported: 1) the switch between articulating a proposal's main ideas and validating whether an argument is well supported by previous work, and 2) the switch among multiple threads of related work. Evidence imbalance: Evidence inconsistent with a proposal's hypotheses and arguments is less likely to be discovered and considered during the proposal writing process. When asked whether they felt they could take both supporting and disconfirming evidence into consideration carefully when articulating the significance and feasibility of an aim, two participants commented that they had, at least once, received feedback on their proposals that pointed out evidence inconsistent with their hypotheses or arguments but missed during literature search. This is consistent with findings suggesting researchers could experience confirmation bias during scientific reasoning [26] and thus be less likely to actively watch for evidence inconsistent with a hypothesis. Disciplinary barriers: Users are less likely to discover publications relevant to a proposal but from a less familiar research area. Some research topics are studied by researchers from multiple areas, and titles and abstracts of papers from different disciplines sometimes emphasize different elements or even use somewhat different terms to discuss the same topics. Hence literature reviews using keyword-based search often miss publications from unfamiliar areas. This issue was raised by two participants when asked about their confidence in the comprehensiveness of their literature review while writing proposals. Citation-based clusters: Citation relationships, while used extensively by the participants, do not guarantee relevance or comprehensive coverage of related work. All participants reported that they relied heavily on citation relationships to identify related work. However, it has been shown that citation relationships often have low correlation with subject similarity [7] , and reliance on citation relationships in literature search may result in missing related work outside a familiar citation network. The first two challenges are associated with both framing and elaboration. However, we classified them as framing challenges because they arise due to the need to create and maintain unbiased explanatory frames. The last two challenges are associated primarily with elaboration activities.
With the above challenges and the two-phase framework, we derived two high-level design requirements: R1: Support both framing and elaboration. We hypothesized that by providing an integrated environment that supports both phases, we could identify information gaps during these two phases that increase context-switch cost and then refine the interface design to reduce that cost. R2: Provide multiple entry points for identifying relevant work. We hypothesized that the last three challenges could be partially addressed by enabling exploration of paper clusters that reflect semantic similarities. Therefore, we aimed to support exploration based on topic modeling alongside keyword-based search.
DESIGN ITERATION 1
We first implemented two views, one for editing the proposal and the other for exploring a literature collection. Both use topic-modeling results from a Latent Dirichelet Allocation [27] to help discover related work. This section describes the design of the two views and how we used topic modeling to generate data for the interface.
Design of the Write View
The Write view resembles a standard and familiar text editor. When the user enters the view for the first time, she can either create a new document or upload an existing proposal draft. On the right side of the view is the Reference Panel, which contains three types of references: recommended, cited, and bookmarked. Recommended references are updated every time the user selects a paragraph by computing the topic distribution for the paragraph. Documents with topic mixtures similar to that of the paragraph are returned as recommendations. Users can bookmark publications when navigating the Explore View, which appears in the bookmarked references list. References from both lists can be cited as relevant to a selected paragraph and are then added to the citation list.
Design of the Explore View
The Explore View is designed to facilitate semantics-driven navigation of a literature collection. We identified three entry points that users can pick to express their research interests: term, topic, and publication. A term is a single word that can be a part of a topic or a publication's title or abstract. A topic contains a list of weighted terms and a set of documents. A document has a topic distribution and a set of terms in its title and abstract. Below we describe how the Explore View supports navigation between each pair of entry points.
The top half of Explore View is shown in Fig. 2 . On the left, an overview contains the terms and topics identified from topic modeling. Initially, we experimented with two layouts commonly used for visualizing topic models: matrix and node-link diagram. However, the matrix representation led to much wasted space due to the sparsity of the termtopic matrix. The node-link diagram is space-efficient but does not support easy ordering of terms and topics, which is important given users' strong prior research interests in our use case. We eventually settled on a parallel-list representation: a list of terms and a list of topics. In the term list, every term is represented using a bar, the width of which is proportional to the weighted sum of the term's weight across all topics. In the topic list, each topic is represented using a segmented bar, with each segment representing a term contained in the topic. The width of each segment is proportional to the weight of the term in the topic. Each term in the term list is connected with all containing topics, and the user can mouseover or click a term to highlight topics containing that term (term ! topic). The user can also click on a segment in a topic to select the corresponding term (topic ! term). Both lists are sorted, and only the top 50 terms and topics are initially visible. The term list is sorted by the sum of term weights across all topics, and the topic list is sorted by the weighted sum of the weights of all its terms. The user can scroll through both lists to browse more terms and topics or use a search bar to promote terms to the first page. The term list can be reordered to prioritize terms that frequently co-occur with selected terms. The topic list can also be reordered based on the total weights of selected terms in each topic.
The circle to the left of each segmented bar serves as both a topic selector and an indicator of the number of publications assigned to a topic, with its area proportional to the number of publications. Clicking on the topic selector updates the document panel (not shown in Fig. 2 ) to contain a list of documents from the selected topic cluster (topic ! document). The user can use the document panel to read paper metadata and abstracts and bookmark papers for later review. We initially used rectangles instead of circles, with the length of each rectangle proportional to the number of publications. However, users found the bars unintuitive as topic selectors, and since they did not feel it necessary to accurately estimate the size of each topic cluster, we used circles to invoke the radio-button metaphor.
The interface also accommodates explicit query for publications. The user can directly input keywords to see a list of documents containing those keywords in the title (term ! document). Selecting a publication returned by the query reorders the term topic lists so that terms and topics associated with the selected publication are ranked higher (document ! term and document ! topic).
Use Cases
Below we walk through a set of example use cases from the user study to illustrate how users interact with the tool.
Explore Related Work by Searching by Paper Title. The user actively looks for specific related work by searching for papers about "frontal lobe connectivity" in the Explore view. . Part a shows two search bars for selecting terms in the term list and finding publications with given terms, respectively. Part b shows lists of terms and topics extracted from the current literature corpus, and the links between the two lists indicate term membership. Part c shows results of publication search results, grouped by primary topics. Part d is the paper thumbnail introduced during the second design iteration, where the leftmost rectangles are citation containers. The yellow rectangle within the top container shows that one paper has been cited in the proposal's first paragraph. The name of the citation is shown on mouseover, and the citation can be selected so that the user can explore publications on the same topic. The area with green texts is a reduced view of the full proposal. The texts become more transparent the longer they remain unchanged. The middle section is a set of paragraph selectors for use in jumping to the selected paragraph.
She selects a paper from the search results, and the term and topic lists automatically update to be sorted based on associations with the paper. The primary topic assigned to the selected paper is ranked first in the topic list by default, and terms associated with the primary topic are highlighted. The document panel also updates to show papers from the primary topic cluster, automatically scrolled down so that the paper selected by the user is in view.
Explore Related Work by Following a Recommended Citation. After finishing the draft of a paragraph in the Write view, the user views the list of papers recommended by the system and chooses one to explore. This action takes her to the Explore view. The term list, topic list, and document panel have updated based on the selected recommendation. The user finds and bookmarks a relevant paper from the same topic cluster as the recommended paper.
Explore Related Work by Searching for a Specific Term. The user wants to focus on studies on anxiety with specific populations. She searches for the term "anxiety", and the topic list is sorted so that those containing the term "anxiety" are at the top of the list. The term list is also sorted so that the terms co-occurring with "anxiety" in topic clusters are ranked higher. The user browses the term list and notices the term "children". She mouses over the term and finds a topic cluster about anxiety in children and development.
System
This section describes how the system performs topic modeling over literature collections to generate topic clusters and enable citation recommendation.
Creating Literature Collections
Researchers usually have one or more specific research interests before generating research ideas, and ThoughtFlow lets the user work with literature collections fitting their research interests. For our user studies, we created a literature collection containing 12,689 SIGCHI publications extracted from a publication dataset curated by ArnetMiner [28] . In addition, ThoughtFlow provides two ways to create literature collections by querying PubMed: 1) programmatically submitting user-provided search queries to PubMed; 2) taking a useruploaded bibtex file and querying PubMed to download metadata for each entry in the bibtex file together with their references and citations. We use an open-source PubMed library, metapub [29] for all the PubMed queries, and all publications are stored in a MySQL database using Django. Most user-study participants chose to work with customized literature collections instead of the SIGCHI dataset, and we used eight different literature collections in total in the user study, with sizes ranging from 337 to 64,714 publications.
Training and using Topic Models
Once the document collection is generated, ThoughtFlow performs topic modeling on the collection to identify topics and assign topic distributions to each paper. We use an offthe-shelf implementation of Latent Dirichelet Allocation [27] from gensim, a Python Library. A topic model is trained on each literature collection and cached for repeated use.
The number of topics is set to be equal to the total number of publications in the collection divided by 50.
To recommend citations for a user-created paragraph, the system first uses the cached topic model to compute the paragraph's topic distribution. It then retrieves all publications from the literature collection with similar topic mixtures, ranks them based on cosine similarity between their abstracts and the paragraph, and returns the ranked list as the recommendations.
USER STUDY 1
After the preliminary design had been implemented, we conducted a user study to understand usage patterns of the tool and identify further design improvements. We were interested in answering the following questions:
Is the design of the topic modeling visualization intuitive, i.e., can users correctly interpret the connections among documents, terms, and topics? How do users locate interesting document clusters? What entry points do they use? Do terms and topics provide sufficient cues to judge a paper's relevance?
Study Design
Four graduate students from the computer science department participated in the study. Three of them were interviewed to solicit design requirements (the other two who participated in the initial interview were now unavailable because of relocation). Before the study, participants were asked to prepare and bring with them 1-3 paragraphs from a research paper or proposal that they were working on. The paragraphs were to describe nascent ideas for which they would like to find more related work for to demonstrate the ideas' novelty, feasibility, and significance. During the study, each participant was briefly introduced to how to use the interface and was then asked to use the tool for around 30 minutes to develop those paragraphs further. We used a think-aloud protocol and captured screen recordings during the user study.
Analysis and Observations
We performed qualitative analysis of user-study videos and user-interaction logs. We visualized the interaction logs to identify interesting behavioral patterns and analyzed corresponding user comments from the study videos. Overall, participants found the term-topic visualization helpful and intuitive, and they were able to find new relevant publications by exploring topic clusters. However, we also observed the following suboptimal analysis patterns.
Lack of Citation Information Discourages the use of Citation Recommendation. Participants felt that the citation recommendation could be useful, but they rarely used it during the study sessions. Feedback from the post-study interview suggests that sometimes participants could not judge a recommendation's relevance or importance just by glancing at the titles, and decided it would be more straightforward just to search for information directly.
Users Frequently Switched betweenExploreandWriteViews to Reorient Themselves while Searching for Related Work.
This pattern is exemplified by the interaction log shown in Fig. 3 . We observed four triggers for switching: 1) to find supporting evidence for contents just created; 2) to elaborate on evidence collected; 3) to cite evidence collected; 4) to reread contents created and decide what evidence to search for next. The first two types of triggers were expected and necessary. The last two, however, could be avoided, thus reducing context switching.
DESIGN ITERATION 2
Given the two observations from the first user study, we added two visual designs to ThoughFlow to address the following two design requirements:
R3: Provide citation information in the recommended citation list to convey relevance. The first observation from the first user study suggested that the citation lists in the Write view needed to be augmented with information beyond their metadata and abstracts to help the user judge relevance. In particular, participants remarked that they would be interested in seeing citation information of the publication to help decide whether to look at its related publications in the Explore view. R4: Preserve context of the proposal-in-progress during elaboration. The second observation inspired us to design a visual component that 1) enables citation during exploration and 2) provides adequate information about the proposal-in-progress in the Explore view to help users reorient and decide what evidence to search for. In designing the components, we wanted to keep them both visually and conceptually grounded or embedded in the text-editing process and the proposal text being created to provide additional information without excessively distracting the user from the writing process.
Sparkline Visualizations of Citation Patterns to Convey Publication Relevance
In designing the citation pattern visualization for recommended citations, we aimed to convey the citation information while maintaining the focus on individual citations rather than drawing attention to properties of the citation network. Therefore, we designed the citation pattern visualization as a sparkline (Fig. 1c ). The sparkline created for each recommended citation shows three types of information: the publication year of the citation, publication years of its references, and the number of times it has been cited per year. Reference counts and citation counts are further divided into "total counts" and "bookmarked counts." The x-axis of the sparkline maps to years. The red dot indicates the publication year of the current publication. Every gray bar preceding the red dot represents the number of references in the current publication that were published that year. The blue bar, on the other hand, indicates how many references from that year have been bookmarked by the user. Similarly, the gray lines to the right of the red dots indicate the number of citations the current publication has every year, while the blue lines show how many of those citations are in the user's bookmarks. As a whole, the citation visualization shows the overall importance of the citation within the research community and also the extent to which it connects to information known to the user. For example, seeing a publication with many citations in total but none bookmarked by the user may suggest that this is an influential publication currently outside the user's radar.
Paper Thumbnail Summarizing Proposal States
The paper thumbnail is designed to remind the user of her progress and current focus in order to reduce unnecessary transitions between exploration and framing. It (Fig. 2d ) has three parts. To the right of the thumbnail is the text age tracker showing the contents of the proposal being written, with text transparency indicating its recency: the newest edits are opaque, while the longer a piece of text stays untouched, the more transparent it becomes. We colored the text in green to distinguish the paper thumbnail from the proposal editor and to invoke a freshness metaphor. We observed that users were glancing at the overall structure of and keywords in the thumbnail to remind themselves of key ideas and reference needs, and the choice of color seemed to match well with how the thumbnail was used. The thumbnail's middle section contains a set of paragraph selectors that uses the same coloring scheme as the text. Users can click on a selector to jump to the corresponding paragraph or attach a citation to the paragraph. The leftmost section contains a set of citation containers, with each yellow rectangle representing a citation for that paragraph. For example, Fig. 2d shows that the user has identified one citation for the first paragraph in the proposal and none for the other paragraphs.
USER STUDY 2
After the second design iteration, we conducted another user study to assess how the use of the tool influences the user's research proposal-writing process and outcome. Participants were asked to write short research proposals using either ThoughtFlow (TF) or a combination of an academic search engine (Google Scholar or PubMed) and Google Docs (ASE). We analyzed characteristics of these research proposals, their subjective estimate of effort spent under the two conditions, and tool usage patterns. Our evaluation of the research proposals' characteristics integrates concept-map analysis [30] into insight-based evaluation [31] to capture global properties of frames established by the user in the proposal.
Our study aimed to answer the following questions: Do users generate research ideas with more breadth, depth, and supporting evidence using TF than ASE? Does the proposal-writing process (e.g., transitions between framing and elaboration and approaches to finding related work) differ with TF and ASE? How do users use specific visual components of the tool and how does their usage influence the analysis process?
Study Design
Five graduate students studying computer science or cognitive science participated in this second study. None of the participants was in the first study, so as to ensure that all participants were new to the tool and also to gather feedback and observations from a broader group of participants. Since we were interested in how researchers approach research proposal writing using different tools, we asked each of them to come up with two research topics to develop into mini-research proposals during the study using two set of tools. To make sure that participants would actively use the tools to search for related work and generate new ideas during the study, we asked them to choose topics of which they had basic knowledge but on which they had not done extensive research. They were also asked to choose two topics that they were equally familiar with. The prompt used in the user study is provided in Appendix A.
During the user study, each participant attended two 1-hour sessions. In each session, the participant worked on one of their two topics, using either TF or ASE. Three participants used ThoughtFlow in the first session and two used the academic search engine first. Each participant was given a 10-minute introduction on using ThoughtFlow at the beginning of the ThoughtFlow session. The two sessions for the same participant were scheduled on consecutive days to reduce the influence of the topic and information from the first session on the second.
As in the first study, we used a think-aloud protocol and captured screen recordings of the sessions. We also collected user interaction logs. At the end of each session, the participant filled out the NASA Task Load Index (TLX) questionnaire, a multidimensional rating scale for self-reporting cognitive workload. We also interviewed participants to collect their feedback on the overall process as well as on the individual components and functionality of the tool.
For all quantitative comparisons below, we report effect sizes measured using Cohen's d. Effect size is an important measure [32] , [33] because, unlike p-value, it is not confounded by sample size and better captures practical significance [34] . It is often preferred to p-value when the analysis goal is to interpret results from a small sample without intending to generalize them to a broader population [35] . As we intended to use the quantitative comparisons to drive and complement the qualitative analysis, effect size was more appropriate than p-value, with the caveat that the reported differences cannot be generalized to all potential users of the tool.
Case Study
We describe one participant session below to demonstrate the types of workflows and insights afforded by the tool, labeling key operations with their corresponding requirements (R1 or R2, as detailed in Section 3.2). The participant was a second-year graduate student in cognitive science who wanted to write a proposal on the effects of anxiety on cognitive control as a potential topic for her preliminary exam paper. After outlining the aim of "investigating the effect of trait anxiety on executive control using brain imaging and analysis of functional activity", she switched to the Explore view to look for papers containing the keywords "frontal lobe connectivity", since the frontal lobes play an important role in regulating executive control. Once the user selects a paper from the search result, the term topic lists update to highlight the paper's topic and corresponding terms, which cover some of the frontal lobe's functions, such as "orientations" and "social" [R2]. The user browsed and bookmarked a few papers from the cluster.
The user then switched back to the Write view and continued to elaborate on the motivation for investigating the effect of anxiety on executive control from the connectivity angle. While she was writing, the citation recommendations updated [R1]. She browsed the recommendations and cited three papers, commenting that the she found the recommendation really helpful because the papers were all related to but focused on different types of anxiety and connectivity analysis methods, and multiple queries would probably be needed if she had to rely on keyword-based search. While browsing, she also used the citation sparklines to compare papers with similar topics based on their publication time and citation counts and to choose those with higher and more consistent numbers of citations over the years. She then updated her proposal's motivation accordingly to discuss the implication of having these different types of anxiety and connectivity analysis methods, referencing the most cited papers in each category [R1].
The user also noticed a recommended citation about how gender difference mediates the effect of anxiety on decision making. She bookmarked and clicked on the citation to be directed to the Explore View, which highlighted the topic cluster with the selected paper and terms such as "hormone" and "maturation" [R1, R2]. She bookmarked some papers about gender and age difference on anxiety and commented that she had "always been interested in gender difference but didn't think of connecting that with anxiety". She then went on to write about the significance of the proposal, mentioning the impact of understanding individual differences in anxiety levels. In the post-study interview, the participant commented that the topic cluster view let her quickly determine there was adequate related work on individual difference and anxiety by glancing at paper abstracts and keywords on this topic. Without the recommendation and topic cluster view, she might not have discovered this angle, and even if she had, she would have had to spend much more time evaluating its feasibility and might have been distracted from the main theme.
Finally, the user started writing about the feasibility of the proposal. She outlined existing applicable techniques and switched to the Explore view to look for references using each of the connectivity analysis techniques. She cited a few papers using the paper thumbnail, and then switched back to elaborate the feasibility section while glancing at the cited papers [R1]. In the post-study interview, the user mentioned that the paper thumbnail was especially useful for the feasibility section because it reminded her to enumerate the techniques. It also helped reduce distraction since she didn't have to switch constantly between searching for papers and summarizing the technical results.
The user finished the proposal by, again, browsing citations recommended for the significance section, to see if she could identify additional areas that could benefit from the proposed research. She noted and cited one paper on eating disorder, which had many total citations but few from the ones she had already collected during the session, commenting that the visual pattern stood out and the paper was important and represented a less familiar research area [R2]. It took the user 45 minutes to finish the proposal, of which around 16 minutes were spent on framing, i.e., editing the content of the proposal.
The workflow observed in this case study exemplifies the two-phase sensemaking frame that we characterized in Section 3. We observed, for example, that the user transitioned into elaboration driven by information needs on frontal lobe connectivity and transitioned to reframe the proposal based on recommended citation on gender difference and anxiety. The active use of and positive feedback on the citation sparklines and the paper thumbnail suggest that these two components helped reduce context switch and address R1. The use of citation sparklines to identify work outside the cluster of currently cited papers addresses the challenge of overreliance on citation relationships and demonstrates the benefit of multiple entry points for finding related work (R2).
Analysis of Proposal Characteristics
Our analysis of the proposals was partly inspired by the insight-based evaluation methodology. We consider each proposal, together with all relevant papers that have been cited or bookmarked, as an agglomeration of all insights that the user has accumulated or activated throughout the user study session. While it is impractical to accurately assess the influence of the user's prior knowledge of the topic on each final proposal, our pre-and post-study interviews suggest that they indeed had minimal knowledge of each topic before the user study. While most participants were aware of one or two pieces of potentially related work before the study, all reported that they could not write anything more than a speculative outline without further literature search and analysis. Therefore, we believe it is safe to assume that participants' prior knowledge had equal and minimal effect on the final proposals and the analysis process.
We then characterized proposal quality and insights generated in each session on the following aspects:
Amount of supporting evidence: numbers of related studies that the user has cited to support arguments in the proposal or has bookmarked for further analysis Conceptual structure: properties of the network of concepts and relationships elaborated in the proposal
Amount of Supporting Evidence
The amount of supporting evidence was obtained directly from analyzing user-created contents and reflects the efficiency of information foraging during the proposal-writing process. We consider both cited and bookmarked articles as supporting evidence. Cited articles are those explicitly referenced by the participant in the proposal, and bookmarked articles are those saved by the participant (by copying and pasting when using Google Docs or by using the bookmark feature in TF) but not explicitly used as references.
While coding the number of citations and bookmarks, we verified that each publication was indeed relevant and would help strengthen the proposal. Participants would often bookmark instead of citing an article if it was considered potentially useful in proposal revision or another proposal on the same topic. Therefore, we consider the number of bookmarked articles as an indicator of the amount of evidence collected that could potentially lead to reframing or new frames of the participant's research plan if the participant were given more time.
On average, participants cited 4.6 articles for every proposal with both interfaces (SD ¼ 1.14 for ASE, SD ¼ 1.52 for TF). Participants bookmarked more articles when using TF: an average of 0.8 articles (SD ¼ 1.1) using ASE, and 3.2 articles (SD ¼ 1.8) using TF. The difference in the number of bookmarked articles has a large effect size (Cohen's d) of 1.61 (95 percent CI [.12, 3.04]), suggesting that participants could discover more evidence for potentially reframing and generating new research ideas using TF.
Conceptual Structure of the Proposal
We analyzed the conceptual structure of the proposal to investigate whether the use of ThoughtFlow influenced the properties of frames constructed by the participants during sensemaking. We hypothesized that topic-based exploration would lead to more divergent thinking and users would explore more alternative angles when elaborating the core aims. This hypothesis is grounded in cognitive theories about creativity, which suggest that presenting external stimuli to a user can lead to unexpected insights by introducing potential analogies that might not be immediately available from prior knowledge [36] .
To test the hypothesis, we constructed a concept map for each proposal. A concept map is a graphical knowledge representation that depicts a set of concepts and relationships among them as a node-link diagram [30] . Concept maps are often used in education to study learners' knowledge of a domain and have also been used for usability evaluation [37] , but this is the first attempt (as far as we know) to apply concept mapping to evaluating visual analysis tools. Appendix B shows example concept maps of proposals created by the same participant using ASE and TF, respectively (Figs. 5 and 6). Two coders created the concept maps separately, and then resolved differences in the two maps created for the same proposal through discussion.
We defined the measures below for each concept map:
Total number of concepts: a concept is a noun (phrase) that is key to the main ideas expressed in the proposal Total number of relationships: a relationship describes connections among multiple concepts, e.g., "Parkinson Disease medication increases the level of striatal dopamine" Normalized degree of the core-concept group: a core concept is a concept that appears in a one-sentence description of the proposal provided by the participant at the beginning of each session; this measure was computed by counting the number of all non-core concepts connected to at least one core concept and then dividing the count by the total number of core concepts The diameter of the concept map: the longest among all shortest distances between each non-core concept and any core concept The first two measures are analogous to insight characteristics "observations" and "generalizations" used in previous studies (e.g., [38] and [39] ). The last two measures have not been applied in insight-based evaluation before. The degree of the core-concept group is used to capture the number of different angles the user has explored to elaborate the significance, novelty, and feasibility of the proposal. The diameter of the concept map is meant to capture the depth of an argument about a core concept. We believe these concept-map-based measures help capture global properties of insights generated by the participants and are complementary to other characteristics commonly used in insight-based evaluation.
Individual measures for each proposal are shown in Table 2 . On average, proposals created using TF are higher in all four measures. On the other hand, while two participants created proposals with consistently higher measures, the effects for the other three are much smaller and limited to certain measures.
Analysis of Proposal Writing Process
Given the observation that participants created proposals with richer concepts and relationships around the core concepts using TF, we analyzed users' proposal-writing processes and subjective cognitive load to investigate whether the difference in proposal structures could be partially attributed to reduced context switch and other factors manifested in the sensemaking process.
Sensemaking Activity Patterns
We focused on the transitions between writing and relatedwork search and observed the following:
Starting State is a Personal Preference and Does not Change Depending on the Interface. Participants started the sessions by either writing the outline of the proposal or searching for related work to get more background knowledge. We observe that each participant always started from the same state in both sessions, i.e., some participants started by writing an outline first and others started by searching for related work first, regardless of what tools they were using.
Therefore, whether to start with framing or elaboration seems to be an individual preference and seems not to be influenced by the integrated environment provided by the tool.
Transition Patterns between Elaboration and Framing Differ between Two Interfaces. While the high-level process under both interface conditions can be described as a cyclic transition pattern between framing and elaboration, the number of transitions differs between the two conditions for some participants. Participants on average transitioned between the two phases nine times during each ASE session, and an average of seven times with TF. However, the standard deviation of number of transitions is much larger with TF (SD=6.38) than ASE (SD=1.83). Looking more closely at the data, we found that two participants made only one or two transitions with TF and seven or eight transitions with ASE. The other participants made similar numbers of transitions (between 10 to 13 per session) under the two interface conditions. We found from the video that the number of transitions reflects two different overall research ideation strategies. In the session with only one transition, the participant did not start writing the proposal until enough related work had been collected. In the session with two transitions, the participant started by writing a detailed draft proposal, went on to find supporting evidence, and came back to revise the proposal near the end of the session. In all other sessions, participants would often make immediate edits to the proposal when they found new related work. These observations suggest that ThoughtFlow reduced context switch for at least some of the participants.
Cognitive Load Analysis
The perceived overall effort, performance, and frustration were approximately the same in TF and ASE. On the other hand, participants reported slightly higher physical demand ( 's d) , commenting that it was more fun and easier to keep track of references using TF, and this may help lower both kinds of demand. However, some also felt that the overhead of learning the system increased the mental demand.
Interestingly, while the average temporal demand was close in the two conditions, two participants reported feeling a bit more rushed when using TF because of the amount of relevant information available to them. These two participants were those who created proposals with higher core-concepts degrees and map diameters using TF, suggesting that in this case perceived temporal demand might be a reflection of the P1  P2  P3  P4  P5   ASE  TF  ASE  TF  ASE  TF  ASE  TF  ASE  TF   concepts  18  18  13  27  9  8  16  14  17  20  relationships  19  21  13  28  10  7  20  17  16 23 core-concepts degree 1 1.7 1.5 4.5 1.5 4 2.7 2. 5  2  5  map diameter  4  3  2  3  3  3  2  4  2  3 The other participants show no consistent differences in the four measures between their two proposals.
amount of perceived valuable information made available by the tool.
Analysis of Use of Individual Components 7.5.1 Paper Search by Keywords Complements Topic-Based Exploration but Requires Unified Entry Point
Participants generally liked being able to select a topic cluster associated with a specific paper. Some participants used keyword search to locate papers they had read before, and then explored other papers from the same topic cluster. One participant compared this type of exploration with direct selection of topics, and felt that in the former case, the paper exemplified the semantics of the topic cluster and helped her make sense of the topic. On the other hand, the coexistence of two search optionstopic term search and paper keyword search-was confusing to some participants. Sometimes the user would mistake the term-search bar for the paper-query bar. Another source of the confusion was the different interface responses after the two search actions. One participant asked why the document panel was not updated when she selected a term in the termtopic visualization, expecting term selection to return an immediate list of results, as in title search.
This confusion can be partly attributed to a mismatch between users' mental models of the literature search process and the mixed-entry-point model used in ThoughtFlow. Three participants explicitly mentioned that it took them a while to learn the different ways of finding publications with ThoughtFlow's interface because they were used to keyword-based search with regular search engines. The termtopic visualization, on the hand, asks the user to perform a two-level search-first locating a term and then a topic-and this may take a while to get used to.
Effectiveness of Topic-Based Exploration Depends on the Analysis Process
The use of the term-topic visualization can be classified into two categories: term-based search and topic exploration. Term-based search involves using the search bar or browsing the list of terms to find terms that might lead to relevant topics. Topic exploration can happen after either initial termbased search or after locating the topic and top terms associated with a paper, and involves further selecting and reordering terms to filter and examine the topics.
The separation of the two types of interactions with the topic model led to the following observations.
Observation 1: Term-Based Search was More Effective During Later Stages. Early in the sessions, participants preferred and tended to have more success with directly searching for publications with specific search terms in the title and abstract. Term-based search usually led the user to a list of publications loosely related to the search terms, and users tended to give up quickly when they could not find publications that closely matched the specified terms.
However, topic-based exploration became more favored towards the end of the sessions, when the participants felt they had exhausted publications with the keywords they had in mind. For example, a participant writing about cognitive effort started to work with the term-topic visualization after using keyword-based search almost exclusively for about 30 minutes, stating that she would like to "check if I have missed anything." By selecting the term "effort" and reordering the term list, she noticed that the term "fatigue" ranked high in the list after reordering, which led to two relevant papers that would otherwise have been missed. Fig. 4 shows a subset of actions from three sessions that exemplify this observation. In all three, participants tried term-based search ("search w/ TM", row 1) early in the session, but these searches did not lead directly to any citation or bookmark (row 5). These participants tried term-based search again after finding some related work using papersearch and writing for a while, and were able to find relevant publications the second time around.
To assess whether this behavior can be attributed to topic quality, we analyzed user think-aloud data to gauge perceived topic quality, since conventional objective measures, such as held-out predicted likelihood, may not reliably capture the interpretability of the inferred topics [40] . Participants were asked to report every time they noticed a topic that seemed difficult to interpret, as well as to comment on inconsistencies between the perceived themes of documents in a topic and the themes implied by top terms in a topic. Overall, all participants noticed one or more topics with interpretability issues or semantic incoherence between topic and documents. However, they commented that topic quality did not seriously hinder their exploration of related work using the topic models.
Observation 2: Mismatches between Generated Topics and Initial user Targets May Lead to Unexpected Insights. Participants reported occasional mismatches between the topic clusters Fig. 4 . Interaction logs of selected actions from three user sessions. We connected all search w/ topic model and search papers with lines to signify the transitions between the two types of searches. In all three sessions, participants shifted from paper search to search with topic models as the session progressed. Search w/ topic model early on in the session led to few citations or bookmarks.
that the user hoped to see and the actual topic clusters presented. However, such mismatches sometimes led to unexpected insights. For example, one participant wanted to find documents about the use of color in the design of fitness apps. The system did not provide any topic with that set of terms, but did show a topic cluster about color and productivity. The participant found the topic unexpected but useful, since "[productivity] is also about behavioral change, which is what I'm really interested in. [...] I might be able to use some of the methodologies from these studies.".
Citation Sparklines Led to More Examination of Recommended Citations
All participants viewed the citation recommendation functionality favorably. Four participants bookmarked at least one citation recommended by the system, and one of them used recommended citations as the starting point to explore other papers from the same topic cluster. The citation recommendation was used much more frequently in the second user study than in the first, suggesting that the sparklines encouraged more consideration of recommendations. Participants commented that it was helpful to see the temporal distributions of paper citations and references, especially for recognizing out-group and new and noteworthy papers. Out-group papers are those with many citations overall but few from papers that the user has bookmarked. In some cases, such papers turned out to be seminal or review papers on relevant findings from a remotely related research area: "This paper is interesting because it reviews the application of color in education. I would not have thought about searching for related work in this area and it is pretty cool the tool recommends it to me." With the sparkline, newly published papers with a high citation rate but small total number of citations are also more likely to be noticed.
On the other hand, some participants also questioned whether citation information alone was adequate for judging the relevance of a paper. Some participants requested adding to the sparkline author and publication venue information, which they would often use to assess the credibility of a paper. Another perceived limitation of the sparkline, as remarked by one participant, is that it might distract the user from a paper's content: "I sometimes would skip over papers with no citations, [...] I wonder if I have missed papers that are relevant and just don't have lots of citations yet".
Preference for In-Place Citation with Paper Thumbnail Depends on the Consistency between Evidence and Frame
Participants found the paper thumbnail helpful, especially for making immediate citations without switching back to the Write view. Two participants made all their citations through paper thumbnail, and two participants used a mix of paper thumbnail and bookmarks in the Write view to add citations. They all appreciated the ability to cite a paper during literature search, which saved time and reduced cognitive load versus switching back to the proposal and reexamining the bookmarked evidence. One participant commented that the text age tracker was a useful reminder when he needed to decide what related work to search for. On the other hand, two participants felt that the paper thumbnail was unnecessarily dense, since they were relying on topic sentences and keywords from each paragraph in the thumbnail instead of entire sentences to remind them of each paragraph's content. One participant who cited articles through bookmarking commented that he liked having that option because sometimes it was not immediately clear how best to fit the citation into the current frame. In other words, the preference for in-place citation over a separation of citation collection and citation linking may depend on whether the citation can be readily incorporated into the current proposal frame. Thus, a system needs to provide both options.
Revisit the four Challenges
Here we summarize anecdotal evidence that suggests ThoughtFlow can help address some of the four challenges outlined in Section 3.2.
Context switch: Analysis of the transition patterns between Write and Explore views suggests that some participants experienced less context switching with ThoughtFlow. In particular, it seems that much of this reduction in context switch can be attributed to the use of the paper thumbnail, which is a reminder of the proposal's outline and anchors for placing newly discovered related work. Evidence imbalance: We observed no cases in which participants discovered evidence inconsistent with the original hypotheses, which could be partially attributed to the bias towards publishing positive findings in research. However, we saw multiple cases in which participants discovered new areas of related work (e.g., the individual-difference aspect in the case study), which is also an example of reframing. Disciplinary barriers: We observed a few examples in which the user found relevant publications outside familiar research areas using the topic model visualization. In one case, the user started with a paper about "progressive visualization" and, from the same topic cluster, found a paper on "item sampling and information structure" from a humancomputer interaction journal with which he was unfamiliar with. The user later referenced this paper in his proposal, since it describes a sampling scheme to achieve balanced coverage of an information space that he could potentially adapt for a query scheme to power progressive visualizations, strengthening the feasibility of his proposed work. This paper would be unlikely to discover through keyword-based search, but its relationship with progressive visualization was captured in a topic cluster with terms such as "sampling", "hierarchy", and "navigation" that are common to working with an information space with hierarchical organization and sampling. Citation-based clusters: As described in the case study, some participants explicitly used the citation sparklines to look for and find references outside the circle of publications already cited, suggesting that the citation sparklines could motivate some proposal writers to extend the coverage of citations. In the second user study, we found that all participants used both keyword-based search and topic-based exploration to locate related work. However, preferences for the two types of approaches tended to shift as the proposal became more developed, and topic-based exploration was generally more useful when an initial frame of the proposal had been established. This observation suggests that topicbased exploration and keyword-based search are complementary and suitable for different ideation stages. Thus, it is beneficial to support both types of information foraging in visual analysis tools designed for open-ended sensemaking tasks with text data, which usually involve gradually developing knowledge and can benefit from unexpected findings that arise from recognizing connections among terms and concepts. This observation also has an implication for evaluation. Since the effectiveness of topic-based exploration seems to depend on the completeness of the user's frame about the problem space, it might be under-or over-estimated in an evaluation that uses tasks localized to certain sensemaking stages. Evaluation of such exploration methods should consider all sensemaking stages in which such methods could be deployed.
Augmenting Outputs, not Inputs
Supporting multiple information navigation methods, e.g., term-based search and paper keyword search, often leads to increased interface complexity for both input controls and output display. This tradeoff between information-foraging flexibility and interface simplicity is common in many visual analysis applications. Results from this study suggest that, in such situations, the interface may be more intuitive if the input controls remain as simple as possible while the outputs are augmented. In this study, it was unnecessarily burdensome to ask the user to recognize and explicitly distinguish two types of search available in the system. Both types of search can be performed using the same type of user input (a query string), and the distinctions between the two need be emphasized only when presenting the search results to the user. Thus, the interface can provide a unified search bar that accepts a string, and update both the termtopic visualization and paper-search results accordingly. In general, visualization designers might consider consolidating multiple input controls that take similar parameters (e.g., strings or geographical regions) while displaying heterogeneous search results modularly.
Support Framing with Visualization
Unlike information foraging and elaboration, framing activities are usually purely mental and do not map onto observable user actions. However, we have identified some gaps related to framing and ways in which a visual-analysis tool can help bridge the gaps. First, as discussed in Section 7.6, the paper thumbnail seems to help reduce context switch by capturing the proposal outline during exploration. More generally, this suggests that the availability of persistent visual structures that capture user-constructed data frames may help reduce context switch during data exploration, especially in systems that support a range of analysis activities and thus inevitably require view switches.
Second, research on confirmation bias and creativity suggests that users might not question established frames and look for evidence inconsistent with the current frames as actively as they should. With ThoughtFlow, we observed instances where the use of citation sparkline and topic-cluster exploration led to unexpected discovery of related work or of more concepts connected to the core concepts in some of the final proposals, as well as more bookmarked evidence that could stimulate reframing or creation of new frames. This suggests that supporting data exploration and recommendation based on similarity metrics that might introduce more data inconsistent with the user's initial frames can potentially lead to serendipitous insights.
Concept-Map Analysis for Insight-Based Evaluation
Our experience with concept-map analysis in this work suggests that such analysis can be useful for insight-based evaluation, allowing evaluators to summarize and compare how individual insights together form the user's task-relevant knowledge. Meanwhile, we have also identified a few limitations in how we applied the analysis. First, conventional concept-map analysis does not distinguish among types of concepts and relationships. When applying it in insight-based evaluation, however, it may be worthwhile to further categorize concepts and relationships and assign weights accordingly. In our case, we have identified different types of relationships such as "examples" and "analogies". Depending on the analysis domain, some relationships may be considered more insightful than others. Second, concept-map analysis by default does not capture concept qualifiers. For example, "PBWM model is a complicated, yet intuitive model of working memory" is represented in the same way as "PBWM is a model of working memory". Certain qualifiers may represent insightful observations of the data and could be worth capturing.
The concept-map analysis can also be augmented to capture the temporal evolution of the insights. A basic approach would be to track when each concept and relationship is added to the map and compute metrics that characterize the map's temporal properties, e.g., growth rate.
Open Questions and Challenges 8.3.1 Quantifying Benefits of Topic-Based Exploration
With the small sample sizes in these studies, it is difficult to draw conclusions about whether and when ThoughtFlow can provide a better proposal-writing environment than the standard approach, though our observations and user feedback suggest that the effectiveness of the tool might be mediated by individual cognitive traits, such as plasticity and willingness to adapt a current mental model to information available through the system. More controlled experiments with larger sample sizes could be conducted with fixed proposal topics to quantify differences in the depth and breadth of proposals created using ThoughtFlow versus conventional academic search engines while measuring cognitive traits and the user's initial mental model of the problem space through pre-study interviews. In addition, the inclusion of various visual components like citation sparklines and paper thumbnails can also be controlled in future experiments to isolate and measure the influence of these components on proposal properties. Controlled experiments can also be used further to quantify to what extent citation sparklines increase the rate of examining recommended citations and considering more disconfirming evidence. We can also test whether a preference for in-place citation indeed correlates with consistency between the evidence and the existing frame. If such correlations exist, it provides an opportunity to automatically infer framing activities from use of components like the paper thumbnail.
Topic Quality and Similarity Measures
The studies in this paper demonstrate the value of surfacing topic-based document similarity through visualizations during proposal idea generation and information foraging processes, but leave open many questions related to topic quality or alternative approaches to identifying semantically relevant publications. For example, we did not optimize topic model parameters (e.g., the number of topics) or measure the perceived quality of the topic models. More controlled experiments could be conducted to further investigate how each user's perception of topic quality and relevance mediates such factors as trust and information fatigue to affect the utility of document similarity information during proposal writing. In addition, there are a few families of techniques for capturing text semantic similarity (e.g., word embedding [41] ). It is worth investigating how these different characterizations of text similarity affect the research idea generation process. For instance, wordembedding techniques usually base similarity on shared local context and vector-space distances and are not designed to capture higher-level interactions among words such as document-level co-occurrence or asymmetric similarity relations [42] . Thus, the use of word embedding could increase keyword-level relevance of recommended references, but the result similarity ranking may have more overlap with citation-based similarity and promote fewer serendipitous insights during exploration. In the end, the effectiveness of a similarity measure may well depend on which sensemaking task the similar content is meant to support.
Serving More Experienced users
This study focuses on how users interact with ThoughtFlow to develop proposals on relatively new topics, leaving open the question of how researchers with more experience and familiarity with a topic might use and benefit from the tool. Anecdotal feedback from an initial interview with a faculty member suggests that senior researchers may be more inclined to develop a complete proposal frame based on their prior knowledge of a topic. Reference recommendations are, in this case, more likely to lead to incremental changes to a proposal instead of more actively affecting the proposal's framing, as was observed in this study. This implies that for a researcher with more experience or working on familiar topics, the proposal-writing process may be best supported by a different type of tool.
Other Potential Applications of Citation Sparklines
User feedback and use of the citation sparklines suggest that they can enhance user engagement with recommended citations. The sparklines could also be used in other situations where citations are displayed, e.g., beside texts of a publication. However, that the sparkline draws the user's attention to information inherent in the citation instead of to its relevance to the citing article could be either an advantage or source of distraction. More controlled experiments are needed to further quantify the effects of showing citation sparklines.
CONCLUSION
We have presented results from an empirical study of supporting research-proposal writing-a sensemaking activity that involves generating and framing research ideas and supporting the arguments with evidence from the literature-using a visual analysis system. Through two designevaluation iterations, we have identified the following ways in which visual analysis tool designs can facilitate both framing and elaboration in proposal writing:
Provide a combination of conventional paper-search and topic-based exploration to keep users grounded in familiar information-foraging processes while also stimulating serendipitous insights Recommend references accompanied by citation sparklines to facilitate discovery of related work based on both semantic similarity and citation properties Use a paper thumbnail to enable in-place citation and provide an anchor for the current frame to reduce context switch Our results show that by integrating proposal writing and related work search and providing visual components that target challenges arising during specific sensemaking activities, ThoughtFlow enabled users to develop more elaborated proposals, as assessed by concept-map analysis, than when using academic search engines.
APPENDIX A INSTRUCTIONS FOR USER STUDY 2
Imagine that you are going to apply for two 1-year research grants offered by the department and you are brainstorming for the grant proposals. Please come up with two broad research topics that you are interested in before your first session. You will be asked to develop those topics into mini proposals (1-3 paragraphs) during the user study. For the purpose of the study, please choose two topics that you are equally familiar with and have not done extensive research on (i.e., have not published first-author papers on).
Your goal is to develop each research topic into a specific, actionable mini research proposal (example: "designing an adaptive mobile robotic assistant for elderly users using search history and location data") and identify adequate related work to demonstrate the significance, novelty, and feasibility of each proposal:
Significance: what is the potential for the proposed research to advance knowledge and understanding within its own field or across different fields, explore potentially transformative concepts, and benefit society or advance desired societal outcomes? Novelty: to what extent does the proposed research suggest and explore original concepts, approaches, or untapped problem domains? Feasibility: to what extent is the plan for carrying out the proposed research well-grounded in existing techniques and evaluation methods? 
